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The eLearning videos provide training not covered 
in the “learn to get a licence” process:

✓ WHAT TYPE OF DRIVER ARE YOU?
✓ HOW CRASHES REALLY HAPPEN
✓ WHAT IS DEFENSIVE DRIVING
✓ THE POWER TO ACT (PREDICT & STOP DANGER)

✓ HOW FAST ARE YOU REALLY GOING?
✓ BRAKING: CAN YOU STOP IN TIME?
✓ BRAKING: CAN YOU STOP YOURSELF?
✓ VEHICLE DYNAMICS
✓ CORRECT FOLLOWING DISTANCES
✓ SEATING AND STEERING TECHNIQUES
✓ DRIVING VISION/SCANNING
✓ TYRE SAFETY
✓ CHANGING GEARS (MANUAL, AUTO)

✓ VEHICLE ENGINE CHECKS

✓ VEHICLE BREAKDOWNS
✓ VEHICLE LOADING
✓ VEHICLE SECURITY & CARJACKINGS
✓ CITY DRIVING (roundabouts, merging, keeping left, 

traffic lights, motorways)

✓ COUNTRY ROAD TIPS
✓ SHARING THE ROAD
✓ DRIVER IMPAIRMENTS
✓ VISIBILITY (SEE AND BE SEEN)
✓ ECO (FUEL EFFICIENT) DRIVING

Each module has a comprehensive video and quiz 
questions to verify understanding

A certificate is generated when all videos are viewed 
with 100% score on the test

Some modules must be completed prior to attending 
the practical driver training session

CLICK TO VIEW 
PROMOTIONAL VIDEO

https://youtu.be/h6QTFOg6Eh0
https://youtu.be/h6QTFOg6Eh0
https://youtu.be/h6QTFOg6Eh0


The PRACTICAL session involves training that 
compliments the eLearning videos. 

✓ Wet road emergency braking
✓ A.B.S. braking training
✓ Improved steering to maximise control
✓ Cornering skills
✓ Improving vision and scanning
✓ Evasive steering to avoid a child or vehicle
✓ Brake and stay straight for an animal 
✓ Emergency braking in a curve
✓ Speed awareness and braking distances
✓ How other essential safety systems work
✓ How ESC stability control works*
✓ Skid awareness (understeer/oversteer)*
✓ What to do in a spin*    *only if skidpan is included

Unique things we offer
➢ 28 years of experience, thousands of school groups and 100,000+ course participants
➢ A range of vehicles are supplied so the novice driver gets to experience the difference between large and 

small vehicles + front and rear wheel drive. By not using their own vehicle they gain confidence and 
understanding of the characteristics and limits of different vehicles 

➢ Foam objects are used to simulate impacts for crash avoidance training
➢ We are the exclusive distributor for Fatal Vision Alcohol and Drug impairment goggles
➢ Skid pan training* can show teen males that they are not as good as they think they are and teen females 

can experience what a vehicle feels like before it skids, so they can speak up/intervene!
➢ Participants receive a certificate and safety pack. Add certificate to resume to show employers

Minimum requirements to attend
❑ A learners or provisional licence with at least 20 hours of driving experience
❑ Participant’s must know how to start and move a vehicle (all vehicles are automatic)
❑ The practical training cannot be attended unless the prerequisite online modules are completed  

PLEASE NOTE: in Queensland log books hours can only be earnt from in-vehicle training on public roads



➢ The AMOUNT DUE is the total price for the group size shown. The price per person shown is based on a 
full group size, if less participants attend the price per person will increase. The fixed costs of venue 
hire, supply of vehicles and instructors do not change with less participants attending.

➢ No refund for non-attendance by a participant (rebooking available if doctors certificate provided)
➢ All prices include GST, schools could claim a GST refund as a school excursion

➢ These prices include access to the Safe Driving eLearning Modules for each participant 
 

If joining an “open” weekend course date

$66 for the eLearning online theory only

$330 for 4 hour practical course with eLearning and 
vehicles supplied (Stanthorpe venue)

$264 for 4 hour practical course with eLearning and 
vehicles supplied (Brisbane venue)

$396 for full day practical course with skidpan training 
eLearning and vehicles supplied (Brisbane venue)
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